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Description

Radio transmissions in real network environments 

are affected by various types of disturbance. On the 

way from sender to receiver, the signal is delayed by 

up to 100 microseconds due to its finite propagation 

speed. Radio waves that reflect at obstacles reach 

the receiver via paths of different delay, blurring the 

incoming data bits (delay spread) and causing rapidly 

varying power fluctuations when the receiver or 

transmitter is moving (multipath fading). Motion 

furthermore causes Doppler shift and - in the pre-

sence of reflections - Doppler spread of the carrier 

frequency, offsetting the sender and receiver bands 

and dispersing the power outside the band. Finally, 

due to the low power levels at the receiver, the signal 

is sensitive to thermal noise and interference by other 
transmitters.

QPER Brings Real Radio Conditions into the Lab

All relevant channel effects at your disposal
Easy to dose and exactly reproducible control over

• Delay

• Doppler shift (pure or Doppler spread)

• Path loss

• Phase shift

• Noise

• Multipath (up to 24 taps with individual tap delay, 

Doppler shift/spread, path loss, and phase shift).

Supports 3GPP models for moving 
propagation conditions 
Static, sinusoidal sliding delay, birth-death process

Suitable for all terrestrial mobile networks
Frequencies between 380 MHz (TETRA, DVB-H) and 

6 GHz (WiMax); all modulation methods supported. 

Special extension for MIMO testing available
Provides up to 32 MIMO subchannels with up to 6 

multipath tabs each in one 8 channel QPER unit.

Unique graphical user interface 
Tired of typing in 3GPP tap parameters into a screen 

mask? Real-life-like graphical user interface makes it a 

snap to replicate highly dynamic network scenarios.

Seamlessly integrates with Qosmotec 
LTS & AIS
Fully automated, synchronous simulation of channel 

effects during call testing under control of LTS;

Extra cells with added channel effects available in the 

AIS GUI when combined with AIS

Most compact system on the market
Application of state-of-the-art technology enables 

integration of up to 8 channels in 19", 7U enclosure.

Unprecedented flexibility 
Single system on the market that can be extended to 

grow with your testing needs from one single channel 

to 8 channels and beyond (cascadable units).

Best price on the market
Check our competitors and find out yourself!

QPER is inserted into the HF link between terminals and base stations. QPER is based on digital signal processing.
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Reliable and repeatable radio performance tests require a controlled radio environment that can only be achieved in a 

laboratory setup. 3GPP [1] and WiMax Forum [2] have specified a set of channel models - corresponding models are 

being specified by 3GPP2 [3] as well - primarily dealing with multi-path fading. Investigating the impact of multipath is 
particularly important for antenna diversity systems (MIMO, SIMO) that are designed to counter just this effect.



Scalability, Extensibility & Flexibility

The QPER hardware consists of a set of plug-in boards mounted in a 19” carrier unit. Each channel, corresponding to either 

an uplink or downlink, employs an RF board, extracting the desired 40 MHz band, and a digital processing board that applies 

the channel effects on the signal, before it is fed back into the RF board for up-conversion. A QPER box can be equipped 

with 1 to 8 channels, and multiple boxes can be used in synchronisation. Hence, QPER is scalable and extendable from a 

single channel to a system incorporating multiple 19” units. By external wiring, 2 n x m channels can be interconnected as a 
fully meshed network of n terminals and m base stations with separate uplinks and downlinks.

More inherent flexibility is yielded by signal processing algorithms being completely implemented in firmware. Thus, custom 
channel effects or fading models can be retrofitted to an existing QPER system.

QPER seamlessly integrates with Qosmotec’s AIS. Both tools can share a common GUI and control server, so an AIS 

system with numerous handover channels can be combined with a QPER system providing extra channels with full 

propagation effects simulation under the same GUI.

Operation

QPER employs a completely intuitive gra-

phical user interface, enabling the user to 

define dynamic real-life-like simulations in 

virtual sceneries of cells and sectors, obs-

tacles (radio shades, areas with multipath), 

and mobile trails. Delay, Doppler, signal 

level and phase shift are automatically 

adjusted in accordance with motion, angle 

and position of the terminals relative to the 

base stations. In Multipath Areas (yellow 

area in the picture at right) the user can 

define multiple paths with individual delay, 

attenuation, Doppler spread and phase 

shift. A scenery may include multiple areas 

with individual settings.

QPER furthermore provides a static simu-

lation GUI to enable testers to implement 

channel models as defined by 3GPP / 

3GPP2 and the WiMax Forum.

QPER Static Simulation GUI

QPER Dynamic Simulation GUI

Special support for MIMO testing

As an extension option, every channel 

with 12 (or 24) multipath tabs can be 

partitioned under software control into 2, 

3 or 4 subchannels of the same frequen-

cy, providing 6 (12), 4 (8), or 3 (6) taps 

each. A subchannel emulates one link 

between MIMO antenna elements of BS 

and mobile. This way, the number of 

channels can be increased fourfold. An 

8 channel QPER system will enable you 

to simulate all 16 uplinks and 16 down-

links between 4 BS and 4 MS antenna 

elements. 

Furthermore, individual control of phase 

shift on each link allows tests of smart 

antenna array pointing by simulating the 

varying phase shift of signals arriving 

from different angles of incidence.
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Contact Information

Postal address:

Qosmotec Software Solutions GmbH

Schloss-Rahe-Straße 15

52072 Aachen

Germany

Phone +49 241 8797 510

Fax +49 241 8797 515

E-mail info@qosmotec.com

Internet http://www.qosmotec.com

AIS / QPER combined setup 4 UE x 12 BS

AIS 4x8 QPER 8 Channels

ULDL

8 x BS 1 x BS

4 x UE

AIS 4x8 QPER 8 Channels

ULDL

8 x BS 1 x BS

4 x UE

Technical Data (Tentative)

Number of channels: 1 to 8 per 19” / 7U unit, cascadable

Number of taps/channel: choice of 12 or 24

Number of MIMO outputs/channel: 1, 2, 3 or 4 at IF level (joined sets of taps)

RF frequency range: 380 MHz…6 GHz (TETRA & DVB-H to WiMax)

RF bandwidth: 40 MHz (± 3dB, cutoff at 50 MHz)

RF input level: -30 … +20 dBm

RF output level: -153 … -20 dBm

Total attenuation: -6 … 183 dB (-6…143 dB: better than 0.1 dB accuracy)

Channel delay: 0 … 655 µs in 0.1 ns steps (0…196.5 km light travel distance in 3 cm steps)

Relative tap delay: 0 …40 µs in 0.1 ns steps (0…12 km light travel distance in 3 cm steps)

Relative tap attenuation: -6 … 90 dB (-6…50 dB: better than 0. 1 dB accuracy)

Relative tap phase shift: 0 … 360°, better than 0.1°accuracy

Doppler shift (per tap): 0.1 Hz ... 10 kHz  (corresponding to 0.12 ... 108000 km/h @ 1 GHz)

Doppler spread (per tap): pure Doppler, Rayleigh (classical Jakes) or Rice spectrum

Dynamic delay models: constant multipath, sinusoidal sliding delay, birth-death process

Calibration: Attenuation error, Phase error (correction through internal tables)

Local oscillator: Internal, on RF board

AWGN noise source: Internal 
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2x2 MIMO UL/DL configuration with 4 channels
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